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have you considered bringing domestic a stray cat or dog? What a few penguin? whilst Tina
meets a penguin who is uninterested in residing within the zoo, she makes a decision to assist
him escape! With speedy pondering and a smart disguise, Tina sneaks her new-found pal

home. however it does not take lengthy for her to gain penguin is a really atypical puppy -- and
that is simply the end of the iceberg!
whilst a penguin follows a bit lady home, she fast learns that Tina and the Penguin she can't
reflect the stipulations of his common home. whilst the penguin hitchhikes domestic to
Antarctica, his human good friend is overjoyed that he chanced on a spot the place he should
be happy. This booklet lightly introduces the concept the easiest position for wild animals is the
wild with no being preachy or deviating from the story. this may be an outstanding read-aloud
selection that might encourage a few sturdy discussions approximately penguins, wildlife, and
traditional habitats.
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